INTRODUCTION
The bicentenary of the birth of Gauss furnishes a suitable occasion for the review and appreciation of his work, and many papers and addresses are being given celebrating various dimensions of his achievements. This paper will focus on another realm altogether, in investigating how a certain famous result in recreational mathematics came to be attributed to Gauss despite his own disclaimer. The explanation draws a moral or two for the mathematician who would spice up the exposition of new results with the history of previous efforts.
THE PROBLEM AND ITS EARLY HISTORY
The eight queens problem can be formulated in a succinct fashion.
The task is to place eight chess queens on an 8x8 chessboard so that none of them lies in the field of attack of any of the others.
In He continued on in the letter to reformulate the problem as an arithmetic one, and to relate it to the representation of complex numbers.
Schumacher concluded the correspondence on the problem on October 5 by making a few elaborations on Gauss' arithmetical reformulation.
The tenor of Gauss' letters leads a reader to surmise that in fact he devoted very little time to the problem and attached very little importance to it. He failed to solve the problem completely, but apart from having to correct himself from 76 solutions to 72, he acquitted himself well. He did not claim that the 76 or the 72 were all the solutions, and in fact he explicitly noted that there might be others.
His customary caution, captured in his professional motto of pauca sed matura ("few works, but ripe ones") served him well.
We describe briefly the arithmetical reformulation Gauss gave.
The task becomes the process of arranging the digits 1 through 8 in such an order, that adding 1 to the first of them, 2 to the second, . . . . and 8 to the eighth, produces a collection of distinct sums; while at the same time adding 8 to the first, 7 to the second, . . [1874, 457-4581
Three errors appear here. The first is the implication that the problem originated with Nauck, whereas in fact it had been proposed earlier by Bezzel ("Schachfreund"). The second is the distorted impression it conveys that Nauck directly communicated the problem to Gauss, while we have seen that Nauck merely published it in a newspaper Gauss happened to read. The third error is the statement that Gauss eventually gave the complete solution.
Glaisher's interest in the problem was to simplify Gunther's approach and carry it through for boards of 6x6, 7x7, and 8x8, and he did not cite any works besides GUntherIs.
In fact, no other sources prior to Glaisher gave the same version of the history as he did. It seems that he did not actually read the Gauss-Schumacher correspondence, since he failed to cite it; in fact, there would have been very little reason for him to seek it out, because of the copious quotations from it to be found already in Gunther's paper. We must conclude that his sole source of information was Giinther's paper. 
